Red's Interesting Day Part 2

After much thought Red decided to invite over his friends, after all more people was always more fun right? First though, he knew to go find his mom and make sure it was ok to have guests first. Finding her doing laundry, the cub asks excitedly "moooom, can I invite Milo and Arryn over today pleeeease?". Looking down with a soft smile at her son's cute begging face, the older dog gives him a pet and nods slowly "Ok, just as long as you guys don't make a mess".

Agreeing to these terms with a simple nod, Red speeds off towards the computer in an even more excited state than before, his little tail wagging manically. A few boops of buttons and a bit of waiting later and the computer was on and ready, allowing the young canine to click on skype and making him smile as he sees his list of friends pop up on screen. Finding Milo and Arryn on the list, he sends them both messages to see if they want to come over and after a brief wait they both replied with their own version of "sure, my mom says it's ok too!". 

That was that sorted, so the young spaniel told both of his friends to head over as soon as they were ready and leaves the computer on in case they wanted it later on. Thankfully neither of the other cubs lived that far away so it wasn't too long before the doorbell chimed once and then shortly after again letting the pup allow Milo in and then Arryn in a little later. Shortly after greeting his friends with hugs, Red leads them both into the living room.

Milo was a ten year old bundle of joy and energy. He was slightly overweight but not too a worrying degree by any stretch of the imagination much like Red himself. His fur was all stuck up and dark grey in colour and his eyes were an elegant sky blue. His tail however was chestnut brown, a trait he inherited from his father. He was dressed in a t-shirt, his favourite blue one with the canine character from the same childrens television programme Red watched but in a different pose and a pair of small, red shorts that stopped just short of the crook of his knee.

Arryn on the other hand was slightly younger than the other two at just nine years old. Shy and quiet by nature, the young fox kit only really talked to Red and Milo while they were at school. His fur was all light brown appart from a little bit of creamy fur on his belly and the end of his bushy tail. Again he differed from his friends by being the only one of them without the chubby belly, being quite lithe like most foxes tended to be. He was wearing a blank black t-shirt and blue jeans that were a little too long for him and covered most of his feet.

Both of them are currently wagging their tails in excitement at what games they might be playing now that the three of them were together. After a short while, Red comes up with the idea of...

A) Playing hide and seek.
B) Playing football outside.
C) Going up to his room and playing with his toys.
D) Accessing the computer again to look for funny videos to watch or games to play.

